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* NEW grammar editing and additional content as of December 4, 2015.Ed's experience was not a

near-death experience, (NDE)! It was a real visit to Heaven,(Yes, Heaven IS a real place!) and NOT

some mythical place. He wanted to write a story about Heaven and so he prayed to God and asked

to visit Heaven, (Write what you know). God answered that prayer. He learned that everything in

Heaven makes music... everything makes a joyful noise unto the Lord. Heaven is a joyful place.

Come and follow Ed as he describes the fantastic things he saw, heard, felt, and smelled. Come

on!!Dear Prospective Reader: After reading this delightful travelog in Heaven, would you be so kind

as to return here and write a Review? Please.
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Projection

I love reading accounts of Heaven. I have little doubt this man experienced it. However, he did not

see or experience Hell; yet, he writes with 100% belief that it is as real. He also uses his book to

proselytize born again Christianity, in the last few pages, as an only means into Heaven although

Jesus did not tell him this in his experience. So, his own beliefs colored his story quite a bit.



Although his writing style was adequate, many, many words were missing as if he may not have

been an English speaking person (?). It should have been much better proofread.

The author did an incredible job describing heaven even with a limited vocabulary. I.E.;. "Other

colors dazzled. Colors I have never seen. These new colors were indescribable! The city sparkled

like a pure cut crystal diamond. Bright and shiny are such dull words! Simply put, the golden city

glowed with a precious beauty. It gleamed and glittered within the gold sphere".

An interesting read on life after death. I enjoyed reading of Ed Gaulden's experience. God has

awesome plans for us, and our choices and actions here and now matter.

I do believe..I hope and pray I get to heaven ..I'm a sinner and pray God will forgive me. I believe in

Jesus and how he suffered for our sins. I love him with all my heart..

It seems too ficticious. Wish to learn more about heaven. I'll keep searching for more insight to

heaven and eternity.

I found it very interesting that the descriptions in this book closely align with many of the paintings

that Akiane Kramarik has painted of Heaven. Just like her painting of Jesus perfectly represented

Jesus, as seen and described by Colton Burpo in "Heaven is for Real". I can't wait to get there! A

thoroughly enjoyable book!

Reads like a fantasy dream. I had difficulty in believing this authors dream.

I would not dispute the validity of the story I read, the author certainly described his journey to

Heaven with an abundance of enthusiasm and delight of having been there. The Holy Bible certainly

gives us a foretaste of the beauty of Heaven and what God has in store for His children who believe

in Him. It is heart warming to read about the spiritual journeys of fellow Believers in our Lord Jesus

Christ.
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